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I
n the backdrop of the BJP-led campaign
against corruption that has so far targeted
only key opposition players, it now comes to
light that the Centre is considering reopen-

ing the Congress’s Achilles heel, the three-decade-
old Bofors bribery case. The Government has told
a sub-committee of the parliamentary Public Ac-
counts Committee that the Congress prevented
the CBI but it now believes it has a fit case to file an
appeal in the Supreme Court against the Delhi
High Court judgement dismissing proceedings
against the Hinduja brothers, key accused in the
Bofors case. An ironic post script in this case is the
role of Ram Jethmalani, the Hindujas’ lawyer, who
got them of with the same fervour he once dis-
played in dashing of ten daily questions on
Bofors to Rajiv Gandhi. This anti-Bofors campaign-
er’s zeal was sadly missing when he became Law
Minister under Atal Behari Vajpayee and the case
progressed in slow motion. Meanwhile, the Gov-
ernment and BJP MPs in the PAC have argued that
the CBI should reinvestigate the case, an exercise
that has already cost the taxpayer upwards of
₹250 crore and resulted in not a single conviction.

Not only is the shadowy Italian businessman
Ottavio Quattrocchi dead along with other prot-
agonists such as former Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi, former defence secretary SK Bhatnagar
and Win Chadha, but most of the accused, includ-
ing Rajiv Gandhi posthumously and the Hindujas,
have been famously cleared of the charges. In
both these cases of acquittal, no appeal was filed
even though the verdict clearing Rajiv Gandhi
came in February 2004 when the BJP was very
much in power. Meanwhile, the item at the centre
of this political slugfest – the 155mm FH 77-B
Bofors – has proved its worth as the mainstay of ar-
tillery in Army operations. In his book Artillery: The
Battle-Winning Arm, Major General Jagjit Singh de-
scribes the criticality of the Bofors gun in the Kar-
gil war: “Direct shooting, particularly by the
Bofors, spelt terror amongst the defenders and
had a devastating efect in the destruction of en-
emy bunkers … Engulfed in political rivalry since
the days of Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, Bofors
today is a gun resurrected.”

The truth is that while the Congress manipu-
lated the Bofors case to protect the Gandhis, the
BJP, in its previous innings of six years, too was not
very successful in either securing convictions or
even getting a key accused like Quattrocchi extra-
dited. When the principal accused have died and
the gun has proven its worth, selective justice
tailored to suit political aims rather than national
interest seems to be the obvious purpose of re-
opening this investigation. The Centre would in-
stead do well to ensure that the premier federal in-
vestigating agency adheres to higher professional
levels and probes cases on merit. Ham-handed ef-
forts to rake up dirt on rivals will only erode pub-
lic confidence in democratic institutions.

Selective justice
Bofors is a classic example of how political

skulduggery trumped national interest
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A
s Vikram Limaye moves in
to the corner oice of the
NSE, everyone will be
keenly watching the man-

ner in which he navigates the first
few days. Given the situation NSE
finds itself in currently, the state-
ments he makes and the manner in
which he handles the regulator and
media will go a long way towards
assuring everyone that the ex-
change is on the road to repairing
its dented image.

The main problem confronting
the exchange currently is one of a
severe damage to its credibility. The
NSE that had awed market parti-
cipants with its technological
prowess and stellar growth since its
inception in the Nineties, had also,
somewhere along the way, become
a trifle too arrogant, riding rough-
shod over other exchanges,
grabbing market share through ag-
gressive pricing strategies and
showing scant respect for
competitors.

It is this hubris that proved to be
the undoing of the former manage-
ment team in the NSE. Limaye will,
therefore, have to ensure that NSE
dons a less aggressive avatar under
him to face the challenges confront-
ing him.

The colo issue
The first task before Limaye is to
clear the air in the NSE colocation is-
sue. The perception among the pub-
lic, is that the entire exchange infra-
structure was exploited by a few

traders who logged into the system
ahead of others, compromising the
interest of the smaller investors.
But this is far from the truth.

The breach took place in the
colocation facility of the exchange,
where only a handful of foreign and
domestic institutions put through
algo trades. Also, the breach took
place between December 10, 2012,
and May 30, 2014, when the colo fa-
cility operated through the tick-by-
tick trading (unicast) system. A
trader logging in first to the colo
servers then, could have an advant-
age through the trading day. But
the exchange has shifted to a Mul-
ticast TBT system since 2014 where
benefits of early logging have disap-
peared. The independent agency
that investigated the colo issue has
stated that the benefits from early
connectivity have been addressed
through this.

Unfortunately, understanding of
this issue is extremely muddled,
not just among investors but in the
media as well. The regulator seems
to be in an equally confused state
regarding the contours of the issue,
commissioning repeated audits,
despite the earlier audits from inde-
pendent agencies failing to unearth
any unfair gains.

The current state of af-
fairs is a direct con-
sequence of the former
management’s mis-
handling of the coloca-
tion issue when it first
came to light. When
MoneyLife magazine
published the whistle-
blower’s letter and de-
manded an explanation, the ex-
change slapped a ₹100-crore de-
famation suit on the publication.
The Bombay High Court, rightly
called this action ‘arrogant’ and im-
posed a penalty of ₹50 lakh on the

exchange. With this high-handed,
we-are-too-big-to-be-questioned at-
titude, the exchange has made en-
emies of the entire media industry
in the country and brought down
the regulator’s ire upon itself as
well.

The new chief needs to, therefore,
clear the air on this issue first. It
needs to be driven home that the is-
sue was addressed way back in 2014
and many heads have already rolled
as a result of this. The regulator
needs to be convinced that the pro-
cesses are much better now with
documentary proof backing the in-
ternal surveillance.

The market regulator, SEBI, too
needs to understand that this
witch-hunting is eroding the cred-
ibility of the Indian markets as a
whole. It is in the interest of the In-
dian capital market to bury this is-
sue now and allow the new chief to
start with a clean slate.

Correcting the skew
The other issue that Vikram Limaye
needs to tackle is the correction of
the anomaly in trading pattern on
the Indian exchanges. Currently
equity derivatives account for 90
per cent of the trading volumes on

the exchange with cash
market accounting for
just 10 per cent. This is
not a healthy state as it is
the cash segment that
aids in capital raising
and adequate volume in
this segment is essential
to create demand.

On the other hand, the
primary purpose of the

derivative segment is to help in-
vestors in the cash segment hedge
their risk. But in Indian exchanges,
derivatives are witnessing inordin-
ate interest. Within the derivatives,
Nifty and bank Nifty futures and op-

tions account for a large chunk of
the trading. This anomaly needs to
be checked and the new chief needs
to ensure that the volume is equally
distributed across counters to cre-
ate a healthier market.

Improved surveillance
The equity investing culture is gain-
ing traction in recent times with
the entry of pension money and
bountiful flows into equity mutual
funds. Limaye has to ensure that
the exchange manages to retain in-
vestors’ trust through strong sur-
veillance and checks on price ma-
nipulations. Given the over-heated
markets, it might be a good idea to
increase margins in derivatives to
keep away smaller traders, who typ-
ically tend to get trapped at higher
levels in such conditions.

In the light of the trading halt in
the cash segment of the exchange
last week, a review of the proced-
ures to deal with system malfunc-
tions is also necessary. While the re-
cent instance did not lead to any
loss to investors with stock prices
remaining flat during the halt, deal-

ing with such trading disruptions
have been pretty messy in the past.
When a dealer at Emkay Global
mixed up the volume and price
columns on a trade and punched in
an erroneous sell order for ₹650
crore worth of Nifty stocks in 2012,
it led to long-drawn haggling over
cancelling the trades. It would help
if the exchange lays down rules for
dealing with such situations.

Beyond equity
With commodity derivatives falling
under the Securities and Exchange
Board of India, the exchange could
now try and expand its presence in
this segment as well. Corporate
bonds is another segment that
needs attention and could serve the
interest of both corporates as well
as investors if volumes in this seg-
ment pick-up.

Let’s hope that under Limaye, the
NSE enters a new phase in which it
is able to balance the demands of its
shareholders to generate returns
with its responsibility towards in-
vestors to provide a credible and
trustworthy trading platform.

Vikram Limaye, who takes over as the new chief, has his work cut out for him in making the NSE less arrogant 

Heady rise The NSE has seen phenomenal growth since inception PAUL NORONHA

Can NSE show some humility, please?

LOKESHWARRI SK

I
f you are a passionate devourer
of the stuf that is peddled on
social media, replete these
days with feel-good and “na-

tionalist” messages of how good
times have begun for India, you can
happily join the band of ostriches
burying their heads in the sand. If
not, a discriminate scanning of the
recent stream of news ranging
from the lynching by the cow rak-
shak gang to the not-so-shining re-
ports on the state of the Indian eco-
nomy, will cause distress. 

The Economist’s cover story in the
week that Prime Minister Narendra
Modi was travelling to the US, titled
“India’s prime minister is not as
much of a reformer as he seems”,
and dubbing him “more of a na-
tionalist firebrand”, was damning
enough. Forget political comments
such as the appointment of Yogi
Adityanath as Uttar Pradesh’s Chief
Minister, the article put a magnify-
ing glass on the Indian economy,
which would seem to be growing at

a sparkling pace if you were to go by
the Sensex and Nifty making new
highs regularly. Alas, the reality on
the ground is diferent and the eu-
phoria on Dalal Street is barely vis-
ible on the dust-laden and grime-
filled streets of India. Or in the trad-
ing and business community
engaged in the small and medium
sectors, which is struggling to come
to terms with the complications
that riddle the GST, touted as the
panacea for all ills. 

It can be argued that it’s early
days yet and the benefits of this
mother of all tax reforms will take
some time to percolate to the mar-
ketplace. The Economist, by the way,
has been slammed on social media
as a “leftist rag”, and worse, has la-
belled the GST as “unnecessarily
complicated and bureaucratic,
greatly reducing its eiciency”. 

And now, more recently, The New
York Times has put the scanner on
the hyperbolic expectations from
the Indian economy by the acid
comment that “Mr Modi’s eco-
nomic promises are so extraordin-
ary they must be taken with a deep
slurp of salty lime juice”!

Demonetisation aftermath
The adverse efects of demonetisa-
tion, which The Economist had de-
scribed as “counterproductive,
hamstringing legitimate busi-

nesses without doing much harm
to illicit ones”, but were lustily
cheered then by the common In-
dian, because as a businessman put
it succinctly “ameeron ko mara hei”
(the rich have been bashed), are
more plainly visible now. Tens of
thousands of enterprises in the in-
formal sector that works mainly on
the cash economy and were devast-
ated as the old ₹1,000 and ₹500
notes were pulled out, have failed to
recoup. However well-meaning and
welcome the intention to thrash
the black economy of India built on
the back of corruption, this move
has been a nightmare for those

daily wage earners whose liveli-
hood has been destroyed. 

And now there is loose talk of the
new ₹2,000 being withdrawn from
the system! Small wonder that the
dampened consumer sentiment
has failed to pick up, and the eco-
nomy grew by a very modest 6.1 per
cent in the first quarter. A far cry
from what we have been led to ex-
pect from a “dynamic, corruption-
free government”. 

Job creation blues 
Even worse, a government that had
come to power promising creation
of millions of new jobs, on the hype
of a manufacturing boom under
the “Make in India” brand, is presid-
ing over an India that is witnessing
a decline in job creation. There have
been a slew of reports detailing
how job creation has shrunk. The IT
industry has been laying of huge
numbers; the reasons cited are
both automation and restrictions
in foreign countries, particularly
the US. The other big employer of
Indian blue-collar workers, the Gulf
region, is sending back Indians
home in droves as the sons of the
soil clamour gathers pace there too.
Another sector hit by demonetisa-
tion is real estate, where construc-
tion activity has plummeted. Of
course, black money sucked out of
the real estate market and falling

property prices are both welcome,
but the results on the ground are a
steep fall in the livelihoods of both
the skilled and the unskilled la-
bourers in the construction in-
dustry. They have very little to fall
back upon.

In the midst of this gloom what is
galling is that those who can work
their way around the system are
thriving. There are media reports
that tax sleuths are investigating
old, dormant companies that have
suddenly become active in the post-
GST regime – barely two weeks old –
to avoid GST. Shell companies are
also being formed to work around
this tax. Apparently a sudden spurt
in economic activity has been no-
ticed by old, dormant companies.
It’s mind-boggling to note how
crooks are always two steps ahead
of the system; while genuine
traders and businessmen are
scratching their heads to figure out
the intricacies of GST and comply
with the tax, the benamis and the
corrupt are already in action. Just as
in the post-demonetisation era,
while Indians lined up at ATMs,
huge bundles of new notes were
seized, often in crores, from the
corrupt.

All this leaves us with little option
but to leave the bubbly alone, and
slurp on salty lemon juice in the
meanwhile!

India’s continuing economic woes
There’s no match between the thrills on Dalal Street and the real India grappling with demonestisation and GST

And other woes The small trader and

labourer find little to cheer about PTI

RASHEEDA BHAGAT

Lessons from the bull run

Apropos ‘Not irrational yet’, in-
deed this historic bull run has a
lesson for retail investors, who in
the past have chased the big re-
turns and entered the market
when it is on a high and unfortu-
nately leave it when it enters a
bearish phase. Which is absolutely
wrong as an investment principle.
One should stay invested for long
duration, in both bull and bear
phases to get decent returns from
the market, and what better way
than investing through System-
atic Investment Plans (SIPs). 

Though there is lot of informa-
tion in print and electronic media
on mutual funds, equity participa-
tion vis-a-vis investment in other
financial products is very low,
hence still there is lot of catching
up to do. This bullish phase will
not last forever, there will be some
serious corrections in the market,
considering that economic data
clearly tells that our economy

needs more than some drastic ac-
tion to be revived as both invest-
ment and new job creation are
lacking. But with the right intent
of government, there is huge po-
tential in the market for future
growth as well. 
Bal Govind
Noida

Economic advisor

This refers to “Do we really need a
Chief Economic Advisor? (July17).
The reply could be a firm ‘Yes’. The
Indian economy is a vast field and
is in a developing mode. In an op-
erating mode even a small change
in the economic policy being pur-
sued by the government could set
in significant changes even if they
are not intended. Changes cannot
be abandoned either as they
might be required in the opera-
tional side. 

It is necessary that a serious
study is made of the repercussions
whenever changes are contem-

plated.The process could be com-
plex and wide. In the government
it would be diicult to initiate
such studies and form independ-
ent views and advise the govern-
ment and also monitor the fallout
if a positive decision is taken and
even if a decision is deferred. It is
necessary, however, that the in-
cumbent is an expert in econom-
ics and from outside the govern-
ment to ensure formation of
independent views.
TR Anandan
Coimbatore 

Investor education at school

Apropos ‘Money matters’ (July 17),
it is true that inflation has robbed
the common man over the years.
At no point of time has the bank
depositor been compensated well
for the enjoyment he has post-
poned. 

Depositors’ money has been
used to enrich the borrowers and
banks. 

We teach all subjects/discipline
at school and college level except
how to manage personal finance.
Hence, the majority of the popula-
tion has not understood the
concept of risk and reward in fin-
ancial investment. This has led
them to either to go for bank de-
posits as a safe bet or to go in for
equity investment without under-
standing the depth of risk in such
investments. It is time investor
education must start at the school
level.
S Kalyanasundaram
Email

Driver training

This refers to the report on Maruti
Suzuki setting up an institute of
Driver Training and Research
(IDTR) at Rajkot in Gujarat. It is an
open secret that driving licence
can be got without the applicant
actually sitting behind the steer-
ing wheel. 

It’s not only the ordinary cit-

izens who are culprits, but also the
high-flyers, such as MPs. This was
revealed during a debate on the
Motor Vehicles Act in the Parlia-
ment recently when the road
transport minister put up a ques-
tion regarding how many MPs ap-
peared for a driving test, and only
a few raised their hands. Such a
system reveals the strong hold of
touts. 

Car manufacturers should
jointly set up institutes to train
drivers for both the passenger and
goods vehicles. It can be a part of
their corporate social responsibil-
ity. 

Such an initiative will help a lot
in reducing road accidents which
result in injuries and deaths.
Trained drivers, certified by big
names in the automobile sector,
can play a vital role in preventing
road accidents,and can generate
employment opportunities. 
Deendayal M Lulla
Email

LET TERS TO THE EDITOR Send your letters by email to bleditor@thehindu.co.in or by post to ‘Letters to the Editor’, The Hindu Business Line, Kasturi Buildings, 859-860, Anna Salai, Chennai 600002.

Don’t rebuild Turkey on vengeance
“We remain committed to justice,” wrote the Turkish president
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan in this newspaper in an article marking
the first anniversary of the 15 July coup attempt to remove the
government of his ruling Justice and Development party
(AKP). The question is what sort of justice President Erdoğan
wants his country to commit to. In a speech this weekend, he
seemed to be advocating capital punishment as a form of
judicial retribution – if parliament voted for a bill bringing
back the death penalty, he would approve cutting of traitors’
heads. Such a move would set Turkey back. LONDON, JULY 16, 2017

Cycling deserves a better ride from government

Anyone watching the nightly broadcasts of the Tour de France
knows cycling takes courage. Competition aside, investing in
cycling as a business also takes courage – especially in
Australia, and especially in Sydney. In this city more than any
other, a poisonous antagonism between motorists and cyclists
has been cultivated to the point where it threatens the public's
safety. To ride, to invest in, or to advocate cycling here all take
courage. That stand-of, which is experienced all too frequently
on our roads, has been fostered by rancorous media
commentators and servile politicians too eager to do their
bidding. SYDNEY JULY 16, 2017

Clean Ganges remains an elusive promise

A promise to clean the Ganges figured prominently in prime
minister Narendra Modi’s 2014 election campaign. Soon after
coming to power, he created a ministry for water resources,
river development and Ganges rejuvenation. The government
then announced “Namami Gange”, an integrated development
project and allocated about $3 billion. Three years later, Mr
Modi’s “Clean Ganges” campaign has yet to bring about that
expected rejuvenation. Naturally, there are mutterings of
discontent from environmentalists and the millions of Indians
who live in the river’s catchment area and depend on its
increasingly filthy waters. ABU DHABI, JULY 16, 2017
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ACROSS

01. Oicer heading staf in large
household (5-4)

05. Sever (3)
07. Dreadful, calamitous (4)
08. Everything considered (5,3)
10. Flickering quality (8)
11. Compassion (4)
13. Fire-breathing monster (6)
15. Being put in jars (6)
18. Perforated nozzle (4)
19. Sudden gusts, whirls of snow

(8)
22. Bottle-shaped skittles (8)
23. Hive dwellers (4)
24. Misery (3)
25. Runs through play (9)

DOWN

01. In confusion (7)
02. Large drinking-bowl (5)
03. Work-place (6)
04. Finished ( 4)
05. Pleasure or state car (7)
06. Score, account (5)
09 . NT king ( 5 )
12. Regretful (5)
14. Non-existence (7)
16. Stops doing (7)
17. Shrink back from pain (6)
18. Renovate (5)
20. Notions (5)
21. Bright non-metallic mineral

(4) 

ACROSS

01. Oicer to act with the doctor
and be head of staf (5-4)

05. To be one above is distinctly
better (3)

07. It was absolutely calamitous in
Old Ireland (4)

08. Still, the very last? (5,3)
10. Flickering as Reg left Regency

to Elia (8)
11. Stop It! You are showing cause

of grief (4)
13. Beast of a fellow about to tease

one (6)
15. Took shots and got sunk (6)
18. Got up like a floribunda

perhaps (4)
19. Agitates lots of snow-flakes, say

(8)
22. Skittles are one short for

Americans to bowl at (8)
23. Comb manufacturers (4)
24. No happy state when you and I

have eaten nothing (3)
25. Tries play with shares ere they

tumble (9)
DOWN

01. Confused 500, led astray in the
mire (7)

02. A hefty drink will half jolt the
spirit (5)

03. Bureau that’s no longer
skating (6)

04. Done with the bowling? (4)
05. Or, one may chat about this

ancient vehicle (7)
06. Sort of shop that should agree

with one (5)
09. He took the staf to rule in

biblical times (5)
12. Poor state to be in, but

apparently apologetic (5)
14. Fact of being elsewhere with

cab seen wandering about (7)
16. Leaves of changing sides

when the street is up (7)
17. Bird that swallows last of

cereal may start (6)
18. About to be fresh? Make it so

again! (5)
20. Things one thinks up about a

date in Rome (5)
21. Practise fighting with a piece

of the wood on board (4)

easy not so easy

ACROSS 1. Curate 4. Citric 9. Unguent 10. Maori 11. Trim 
12. Fret 13. Tan 15. Head 16. Frog 19. Ebb 21. Ably 22. Mint 
24. Tired 25. Frantic 26. Retire 27. Blends
DOWN 1. Counterfeiter 2. Roguish 3. Tier 5. Immature 
6. Roost 7. Chimneystacks 8. Story 14. Marauder 17. Glisten
18. Bluf 20. Beret 23. Fail 
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SOLUTION: BL Two-way Crossword 894

E
conomists — and eco-
nomic policy makers
— often assume away
social trends and

patterns as not immediately
relevant for their concerns.
But the symbiotic relation-
ship between society and eco-
nomy makes that a perilous
approach. One case in point
has to do with demographic
patterns and the future of em-
ployment. If these are linked
together without an analysis
of the underlying (and chan-
ging) social patterns, it is pos-
sible for public policy to be
hugely unprepared to meet
society’s needs.

In the context of growing
concerns about poor employ-
ment generation in the world
today, relational activities
such as those in the care eco-
nomy are increasingly seen as
one way of ensuring that eco-
nomies continue to create

jobs. Nowhere is this more
evident than in advanced eco-
nomies, such as in the
European Union. Economists
looking at broad patterns of
the evolution of economies
tend to focus on the pure
demographics of birth and
death rates and the associated
distribution of the popula-
tion. This — especially in
Europe today, as in other soci-
eties like Japan — tends to gen-
erate worries about a rapidly
ageing population. The per-
ception that this will generate
additional demand for activit-
ies is related to the require-
ments of the growing num-
bers of elderly. 

A family affair 
But this is an inadequate un-
derstanding of the nature of
care work, which has been
hugely influenced by social
relations. Throughout his-

tory, the dominant part of
care work has been per-
formed within families and
households, typically in un-
paid fashion, and efectively
determined by the social con-
struction of gender that gives
women (and girl children)
the primary responsibility for
its delivery. Under capitalism,
this reliance on unpaid care
work within families has
provided a huge subsidy to
capital and underwritten ac-
cumulation processes. 

Insofar as care work has
evolved into more marketed
and paid formats, it is also in-
creasingly globalised, so that
the “global value chain” of mi-
grant care workers now
provide much of the care
work within richer and even
middle-class households in
advanced countries. But non-
etheless, the family or house-
hold remains the dominant
unit for the provision of care.

But what if the nature of
the family itself is changing,
such that society (and govern-
ments) can no longer rely
upon these convenient social
relations that reduce the need
for extensive public provi-
sion? This would mean that
looking at pure demographic
patterns is no longer enough:

it is necessary to looks at so-
cial relations and how they
are changing if we are to
come to an understanding of
how care work is distributed
and what the requirements
for public provision will be in
future. The decline of the ex-
tended family in most of the
developed world is one obvi-
ous aspect of this, which has
become so widespread that it
no longer causes comment. In
most advanced countries, the
family is no longer the basic
unit that can be relied upon
for the care of the elderly —
and this naturally requires a
host of changes in terms of so-
cietal availability of facilities
and care services for the eld-
erly. But what is now evident
is that even the nuclear family
is no longer something that
can be taken for granted in
public policy discourse. This
becomes clear from an exam-
ination of recent marriage
and divorce patterns in the
European Union, a region that
is large and diverse enough to
be indicative of advanced eco-
nomies in general.

Parting ways
Chart 1 shows that in the 28
countries that currently make
up the European Union, mar-

riage rates are coming down
even as divorce rates are go-
ing up. The data here refer to
the crude marriage rate – that
is, the number of marriages
per 1,000 population in that
year; and the crude divorce
rate — that is, the number of
divorces per 1000 population
in that year. These are obvi-
ously not indicators of the
proportion of married or di-
vorced people in the popula-
tion, and they also do not tell
us how many marriages end
in divorce, etc. But the
changes over time do provide
some indication of the
broader social trend.

What is clear from Chart 1 is
that in the European Union as
a whole, less marriages are oc-
curring over time, while there
are more divorces. An even
more striking finding could
be that of the third variable –
the proportion of children
born outside legal marriage,
which has increased dramat-
ically so that it accounts for
two-fifths of all children in
the most recent year. These
rates vary across countries, at
nearly 60 per cent in France,
Estonia and Sweden, and less
than 10 per cent in Greece. 

This suggests that the
standard pattern of the nuc-

massive declines in GDP, but
where marriage rates have
been largely stable. 

Chart 3 reveals the crude di-
vorce rates in these countries,
and once again the difer-
ences across these groups do
stand out. Other than Por-
tugal (which showed a de-
cline after an initial sharp
rise) the other three crisis-hit
countries all show some in-
crease in divorce rates, but
these were declining or stable
in the other “core” countries. 

Of course, it would be
overly simplistic to link eco-
nomic forces of GDP growth
or decline alone with mar-
riage and divorce rates, as so
many other socio-economic
and cultural factors play im-
portant roles in determining
these. But situations of eco-
nomic stress and reduced
public provision do impact
on people’s choices about
marriage and divorce. So in
this respect, also, the inter-
play between public policies
and social relations cannot be
ignored.

data allow for an examination
of whether economic changes
(such as crises and sub-
sequent fiscal austerity) have
any impact on social relations
of marriage and divorce.
Charts 2 and 3 plot these for
some countries in the EU:
some “core” countries that
have been less afected, and
some “peripheral” countries
that have been strongly negat-
ively afected. 

A curious interplay
Three countries that were af-
fected by the crisis — Spain,
Portugal and Italy — show
sharp declines in marriage
rates, while three countries in
the core that were relatively
unafected (and remain sur-
plus creditor economies)
showed barely any changes.
The exceptions are France —
which shows a decline in mar-
riage rates, even though it did
not experience crisis but did
go through fiscal austerity
measures; and Greece — the
country worst afect by both
crisis and austerity, with

lear family — which is still ex-
plicitly or implicitly assumed
in so much public policy even
within the EU — is less and less
accurate in expressing social
reality in Europe. And even
though governments have yet
to realise this, it means that
patterns of social delivery of
care must change as well.

What of very recent trends
in particular countries? The

An uneasy alliance: Demography and care in Europe
Recent marital trends in Europe show that social relations — influenced by economic changes — have an important bearing on spending in the care economy
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K.R. Narayanan elected President

The Vice-President, Mr. K.R. Narayanan, was on Thursday
elected the first Dalit President in 50 years of independent
India, defeating the former Chief Election Commissioner,
Mr. T.N. Seshan, in a highly one-sided election. Mr.
Narayanan, who will turn 77 in October, polled the highest-
ever votes in all the Presidential elections so far by
securing 91.4 per cent of the votes polled, with a vote value
of 9,56,290, as a result of support from virtually the entire
political spectrum. He got the support of 4,231 in an
electoral college with an efective strength of 4,833 in
Parliament and 27 Assemblies under a system of
proportional representation.

‘Omnibus guarantee’on the cards
The Government is considering a proposal to institute a
system of providing an ‘omnibus guarantee’ for projects
coming up in the infrastructure sector, which would do
away with the need of going into the details of each project
individually. For the power sector, the Government is also
considering the replacement of the system of counter-
guarantees with a less time-consuming process. The issues
are to be discussed at the forthcoming industry-
Government meeting on infrastructure to be chaired by
the Prime Minister, Mr. I.K. Gujral, scheduled for July 22.

29% devolution accepted
The Finance Minister, Mr. Chidambaram, on Thursday said
the Centre had accepted the Tenth Finance Commission’s
(TFC) recommendation to devolve 29 per cent of gross
Central tax revenues to the States. Intervening during the
course of the meeting of the Inter-State Council here, Mr.
Chidambaram said the Government had decided to
implement the recommendation following endorsement
of the same by the Parliamentary Standing Committee.

TWENTY YEARS AGO TODAY

BusinessLine

T
ransport minister Nitin
Gadkari is actively promot-

ing his brain-child — the Hybrid-
Annuity Model or HAM these
days. Introduced in January 2016
to revive investments in road in-
frastructure projects, HAM has
seen good initial success. About
30 highways projects have been
awarded under HAM by the Na-
tional Highway Authority of India
(NHAI) at a total cost of about
₹28,000 crore. Half the projects
awarded in 2016-17 were under
HAM.

What is it?
As the name suggests, HAM’s a hy-
brid — a mix of the EPC (engineer-
ing, procurement and construc-
tion) and BOT (build, operate,
transfer) models. Under the EPC

model, NHAI pays private players
to lay roads. The private player
has no role in the road’s owner-
ship, toll collection or mainten-
ance (it is taken care of by the gov-
ernment). Under the BOT model
though, private players have an
active role — they build, operate
and maintain the road for a spe-
cified number of years — say 10-15
years — before transferring the as-
set back to the government.

Under BOT, the private player
arranged all the finances
for the project, while col-
lecting toll revenue or an-
nuity fee from the Gov-
ernment, as agreed. The
annuity fee arrangement
is known as BOT-Annuity;
essentially, the toll revenue risk is
taken by the government, while
the private player is paid a pre-
fixed annuity for construction
and maintenance of roads.

Now, HAM combines EPC (40
per cent) and BOT-Annuity (60
per cent). On behalf of the gov-
ernment, NHAI releases 40 per
cent of the total project cost. It is
given in five tranches linked to
milestones. The balance 60 per
cent is arranged by the developer.
Here, the developer usually in-

vests not more than 20-25 per
cent of the project cost (as against
40 percent or more before), while
the remaining is raised as debt.

Why is it important?
HAM arose out of a need to have a
better financial mechanism for
road development. The BOT
model ran into roadblocks with
private players not quite forth-
coming to invest. First of all, the
private player had to fully ar-

range for its finances —
be it through equity
contribution or debt.
NPA-riddled banks were
becoming wary of lend-
ing to these projects.
Also, if the compensa-

tion structure didn’t involve a
fixed compensation (such as an-
nuity), developers had to take on
the entire risk of low passenger
traic. In the past, many assump-
tions on traic had gone awry af-
fecting returns Now, they are un-
willing to commit large sums of
money in such models.

HAM is a good trade-of, spread-
ing the risk between developers
and the Government. Here, the
government pitches in to finance
40 per cent of the project cost — a

sort of viability-gap funding. This
helps cut the overall debt and im-
proves project returns. The annu-
ity payment structure means that
the developers aren’t taking
‘traic risk’. From the Govern-
ment’s perspective, it gets an op-
portunity to flag of road projects
by investing a portion of the pro-
ject cost. While it does take the
traic risk, it also earns better so-
cial returns by way of access and
convenience to daily commuters.

Why should I care?
Infra investments are key for eco-
nomic growth, something all of
us are rooting for. So, it’s import-
ant that these projects take of —
HAM a big help here. Also, more
and better roads mean smoother
rides and less traic congestion;
who doesn’t want that? HAM pro-
jects are also being tested in
urban infra developments such
as metro rail projects — again, a
leg-up for faster commuting.

The bottomline
HAM’s good for the road — and
that’s not hamming it up.
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B A bunch of petitions
challenging the
constitutionality of the
Aadhaar project will come up
for hearing by a five-judge
Constitution Bench of the
Supreme Court. The petitions
pertain to whether the
parting of biometric details
by citizens to access welfare
and benefits is a violation of
the right to privacy.

B The Ahmedabad bench of
the National
Company
Law Tribunal
will hear
SBI’s petition
to start
insolvency

proceedings against Alok
Industries under the new
bankruptcy law. Earlier this
month, the NCLT gave its
approval to a consortium of
banks led by SBI to initiate the
same against Jyoti Structures. 

B The RSS’s three-day conclave
will kick of in Jammu and
Kashmir, the first such event
in the State. As many as 195
pracharaks, heads of all allied
organisations and top leaders
will take part in the
conference. Increasing
militancy, the functioning of
the PDP-BJP coalition
government in J&K, stone-
pelting and the attacks on
security forces are likely to be
key topics at the meet. 

B The joint opposition
candidate
for the post
of vice
president,
Gopal-
krishna
Gandhi who

is the grandson of Mahatma
Gandhi, is likely to file his
nomination papers. Today is
the last date for filing
nominations for Vice-
President. 

B Xiaomi will launch the Mi
Max 2 device in India today.
Sporting a 6.4-inch screen, it
comes with a massive
5,300mAh battery and was
first unveiled in China. The Mi
Max 2 is likely to cost under
₹20,000. 
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